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$n=11; $a=11; if ($n>10) if ($a >10) echo "1"; ?> Here is some HTML in your. PHP. .
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HTML works entirely through tags. â—‡ Tags define different parts of the file, different styles, links, embedded elements, â€¦ â—‡ Every tag starts with < and finishes by >.
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. . <SCRIPT LANGUAGE=JavaScript> var string1 = "Hello"; var string2 = "Goodbye"; alert(string1); alert(string2); string2 = string1; alert(string1);.
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The Origins of Internet. â—‡ 1968 the NSA thought of connecting computers through worldwide area networks (WAN). â—‡ 1969 the Advanced Research Project.
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Some hints. â€¢ You can use a table that will hold the elements and their type. â€¢ You can sort the table with your own function. â€¢ Remember to do a chdir before ...
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